The DPL Read More in 2024 Challenge inspires our patrons to explore a diverse range of ideas and information represented at the Durango Public Library. Share your list or a book you read from the Read More in 2024 Challenge with staff, or post on social media tagging @DurangoPublicLibrary to receive DPL schwag throughout the year! (En Español)

CHALLENGE TO READ:

1. A book recommended by DPL staff (search "FAV")
2. A book by a LitFest author
3. A Page One featured book (search "PAGE123")
4. A book club kit book (search "BCK")
5. Something suggested for you by Hoopla or Libby
6. The directions to a board game, AND then play the game
7. A Wonderbook from the Children’s Library
8. A new genre (like graphic novel, mystery or sci-fi)
9. A cookbook about a new-to-you cuisine or culture
10. A book by a BIPOC and/or Queer author
11. A book by or about Neurodivergent individuals
12. A teen publication (mag., book, graphic novel or audio)
13. A magazine or book about a new topic or opposing perspective for you
14. A book about writing or a writer
15. A book published in the year you were born
16. A book about an immigrant experience
17. A book about and/or by an Indigenous person
18. A book of poetry
19. A book that takes place outside your home country
20. A book that was made into a movie
21. A local author (search "LOCALAUTH" or "JLOCAL")
22. A bi-lingual book or book published in another language
23. A book about our region
24. Your favorite book as a child (present, past, future!)